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Share on Facebook

About the 
Campaign
Americans are in crisis, and this 
pandemic is pushing us to the brink. 
Congress is gearing up to pass another 
round of stimulus funding, and it’s up to 
us to make sure they don’t leave out 
mental health — again. Join Inseparable 
today to let them know that fully 
funded mental health resources like 
community clinics, addiction care, and 
suicide prevention programs can be the 
difference between life and death.

Post on Instagram

Tweet #FundMentalHealth

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/f83asuc2u8d1hjl/AAAH-N_D_xIwazcftbBXQqeva?dl=0


Facebook + Instagram Samples

If we have learned anything 
over the past few months it 
is that if we don’t like the way 
something is going, we have to 
change it ourselves. Keep that 
same energy when it comes 
to advocating for adequate 
mental healthcare. 
inseparable.us/petition/

The last stimulus package left 
mental healthcare out — and 
unless we speak out before 
the next round of funding goes 
to a vote, it will happen again. 
Take what’s yours. Mental 
health affects all of us. We need 
mental health care funded, now. 
#FundMentalHealth 
inseparable.us/petition/

Our mental healthcare 
system was not equipped 
before the outbreak. Today 
Americans have more toxic 
stress building about the most 
basic necessities like food and 
housing. We have to get it right 
this time. #FundMentalHealth 
inseparable.us/petition/

If we have learned anything 
over the past few months it 
is that if we don’t like the way 
something is going, we have to 
change it ourselves. Keep that 
same energy when it comes 
to advocating for adequate 
mental healthcare. 
inseparable.us/petition/



Twitter Samples

If we have learned anything over the past few months it is that if 
we don’t like the way something is going, we have to change it 
ourselves. Keep that same energy when it comes to advocating 
for adequate mental healthcare. inseparable.us/petition/

The last stimulus package left mental healthcare out — and unless 
we speak out, it will happen again. Take what’s yours. Mental 
health affects all of us. We need mental health care funded, now. 
#FundMentalHealth inseparable.us/petition/

Our mental healthcare system was not equipped before the 
outbreak. Today Americans have more toxic stress building 
about the most basic necessities like food and housing. We have 
to get it right this time. #FundMentalHealth

If we have learned anything over the past few months it is that if 
we don’t like the way something is going, we have to change it 
ourselves. Keep that same energy when it comes to advocating 
for adequate mental healthcare. inseparable.us/petition/



Share the video
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PT9c9-PlxuU
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